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ABSTRACT

In this chapter, we tackle in the same process the problems of face detection and gender classification, 
where the faces present a wide range of the intra-class appearance are taken from arbitrary viewpoints. 
We try to develop complete probabilistic model to represent and learn appearance of facial objects in 
both shape and geometry with respect to a landmark in the image, and then to be able to predict pres-
ence and position of the appearance of the studied object class in new scene. After have predicted the 
facial appearance and the geometry of invariants, geometric hierarchical clustering combines different 
prediction of positions of face invariant. Then, the algorithm of cluster selection with a best appear-
ance localizes faces in the image. Using a probabilistic classification, each facial feature retained in the 
detection step will be weighted by a probability to be male or female. This set of features contributes to 
determine the gender associated to a detected face. This model has a good performance in presence of 
viewpoint changes and a large appearance variability of faces.
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INTRODUCTION

The face image analysis has become a field of study in the world. One of the most common visual trait 
classification task is to determine the gender from images of face. We try to treat the face detection and 
gender classification simultaneously. Several models exist which perform detection with high accuracy, 
but not across all views of face.

Local Haar wavelets can be computed very efficiently and is proved useful for frontal face detection 
using boosted classifiers (Viola & Jones, 2001). The integral image approach is less effective in cop-
ing with arbitrary viewpoints. It needs a series of classifiers or a set of detectors to model the in-plane 
deformation parameters such as the image scale and orientation and the out-of-plane viewpoint changes 
(Toews & Arbel, 2006).

Contrary to global features, the local feature approaches give robust invariance to illumination, view-
point and orientation changes. Thus, they offer opportunity for further performances to detect faces and 
to classify their gender.

Local invariant features (Lowe, 2004; Kadir & Brady, 2001; Mikolajczyk & Schmid, 2004; Yu & 
Morel, 2009; Herbert, Tinnr, & Gool, 2006) are widely used in object recognition, stitching images in 
panorama and scene reconstruction, etc. (Hartley & Zisserman, 2000; Lowe, 1999; Schmid & Mohr, 
1997; Mikolajczyk & Schmid, 2002; Tuytelaars & Van Gool, 2000; Fergus, Perona, & Zisserman, 2003). 
They have a high capability to capture appearance information. They allow to select the sparse appearance 
patches of objects, as faces. Thus, it becomes possible to model the faces and to learn their appearance 
variability through a model that embeds features and that presents invariant properties.

Using the co-occurrence statistics of features with interest trait, we train a classifier to recognize the 
gender of faces in terms of visual traits. The gender of a face can be inferred from a collection of image 
features which define the traits of gender.

The human vision uses a wide range of visual traits to describe objects in images. In general, databases 
used for learning of the appearance of an object class with low supervision contain many images but 
small numbers of instances of a single object of class (Toews & Arbel, 2009). These databases focus on 
labeling the object identity and its location but provide little information regarding further traits, and also 
the number of images may be insufficient for learning traits. In the case of the face class, it is a limit to 
use these databases for learning and classifying traits through many different instances of face class. In 
the interest of comparison, most approaches train and test on the FERET database (Color FERET Face 
Database, 2009), which contains detailed labels for visual traits such as sex and age.

The model of face class appearance is based on learning of the relationship between the appearance 
of facial patches and the geometry of face invariant, denoted FI. The visual facial features that have 
contributed to infer face are then used to recognize its gender. The FI is a common geometric landmark 
to all face features; it connects them across all different viewpoints. The extraction of such invariants 
directly from an image is complex (Burns, Weiss, & Riseman, 1993). We have boosted this geometric 
structure by a probabilistic model in order to capture the multimodal nature of face and to learn the 
geometric transformations that link facial appearance to instances of FI through images.

The face detection process uses a probabilistic model and the geometric transformations to infer a face 
instance in the form of a FI in a new image even in the presence of changes in illumination and head pose, 
see Figure 1. A clustering of invariants is performed to correct the geometric error and efficiently locate 
the face appearance. The proposed clustering algorithm, based on the features appearance and using the 
Ward criterion, presents simplicity, a low cost, and an accurate localization. Then, a cluster is selected 
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